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APSOplast® PTFE N100:
NSF certified for drinking water
This scenario requires the expertise and dedication of the specialists:
If drinking water comes into contact with plastic, the plastic has to
be approved for that purpose. APSOplast® PTFE N100 is homologated
for contact with drinking water in line with NSF/ANSI 61. This new
product is opening up opportunities in the food processing market for
Angst + Pfister – most interestingly in the USA.

The family enterprise Unic has initiated the US-certification of APSOplast® PTFE.
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International is required. The acronym NSF
once stood for the US National Sanitation
Foundation, an institution that since 1990
has been independent and internationally
active in public health and environment
certification.
Going for certification together
France Laffont's aim is not only to answer
questions and supply products, but to concentrate on the specific requirements of her
customers and to find the right solution. "I
work closely with Unic," she says, because
ultimately it is a matter of growing both businesses, Unics's and Angst + Pfister's. France
Laffont brought in her colleague Abderahmane Oubihi, who heads the plastics technology unit for Angst + Pfister in France.
Similarly, Angst + Pfister's head office in
Zurich was also involved. Together the experts at Angst + Pfister made sure the rolling ball gathered speed. At the instigation
of Angst + Pfister, their production partners,
who specialise in high-quality finished and
semi-finished PTFE products, sent samples
of their raw material to the NSF labora-

Thanks to
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